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ENSM and ENSTA sign a unique partnership at Euromaritime

Developing excellence training courses and research work for industrial innovation, 
such are Elisabeth Crépon and Patrice Laporte’s objectives, respectively Managing 
Director at the Academy of Advanced Techniques (ENSTA ParisTech) and Managing 
Director at the French Maritime Academy (ENSM), who chose Euromaritime, the leading 
European Fair in the maritime economy sector, to seal their collaboration on 1st 
February.

A legacy of competences supporting industrial innovation. 

Heir to prestigious maritime academies, and armed with their complementary 
competences, ENSTA ParisTech and ENSM have the ambition to pool these competences 
to offer excellence training courses in the maritime and paramaritime sectors, to 
facilitate the cooperation among students, lecturers’ cross-teaching and finally to en-
hance research work supporting industrial innovation and development in the ma-
ritime and maritime engineering sectors. « This partnership shows ENSTA ParisTech’s 
will to maintain strong relationships with the actors of the maritime world by bringing 
its competences and pricing complementarities, especially by developing advanced 
professional training courses such as Specialised Masters », said Elisabeth Crépon. 

For ENSM, whose core business is the training of merchant navy officers, officers 
who can obtain an engineer-level title, and an Academy specialising also in 
maritime engineering, Patrice Laporte stresses the convention’s stake: « In 2018, 
ENSM will deliver two new engineer-level titles , in Eco-ship manager (EGN) and 
Offshore maintenance manager (DMO). This partnership with ENSTA ParisTech is a 
pricing commitment for ENSM and an opportunity for its students and lecturers ». 

The two academies are planning to pool each other’s means and to associate their 
activities, particularly their common training offer, the provision of training, the 
welcoming of trainees and postgraduates, student collaboration and the availability 
of the material and/or the staff. Also under consideration are common projects and 
cooperation of research programmes, lecturers-researchers exchanges and financial 
input (sponsoring, patronage). The same consideration is given for the programming 
of events (seminars, conferences, workshops) and a regular swap of documents and 
publications.
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An ENSM overview : www.supmaritime.fr
 
Heir to Colbert’s Hydrography Academies, ENSM has trained merchant navy officers 
for centuries. It welcomes 1,300 students over four campuses: Le Havre, Saint-Malo, 
Nantes and Marseille. In December 2016, the first promotion of merchant navy officers, 
holders of an engineer level title, left the Academy. On its Nantes campus, ENSM has 
developed two maritime engineering programmes with different partners.
It associated itself with research projects in maritime and paramaritime sectors, 
AERONAV, PASSION, SEAWINGS…

An ENSTA ParisTech overview : www.ensta-paristech.fr

Heir to the Maritime Engineering Academy and “Grandes Ecole d’Ingénieurs” under 
the supervision of the Ministry of Defense, ENSTA ParisTech is a public higher studies 
and research Academy which delivers courses leading to a qualification, a three-year 
engineer-level programme, a Master, a doctoral degree, a Specialised Master and 
who develops high level applied research  in cooperation with industrial partners.  
 
It is particularly well-known by companies for its expertise in the sectors of transport, 
energy and complex industrial engineering systems. It is one of the application 
Academies for Ecole Polytechnique and thus welcomes polytechnic students but also  
students from the Ecole Normale Supérieure for their one-year intensive programme. 

ENSTA ParisTech is very much involved in the development and the outreach of 
the French higher education, globally, nationally or locally: it is one of the founding 
members of the University Paris-Saclay, ParisTech and of the ENSTA group. And it has 
been a partner of Ecole Polytechnique since 2016.
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